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THE NEWEST EDITION TO NEW
HARTFORD SENIOR HIGH
SCHOOL
The Spartan Cafe
Gianna Giglio
Are you looking for a place to sit for lunch? Now that
construction is over, the students in New Hartford can enjoy a
place to sit due to the creation of the new Spartan Cafe.
According to students, it is the place to be. The open and
inviting atmosphere makes students and staff more attracted
to spending their time there.
Compared to the old cafeteria, this new cafe is bigger
A picture of the lower level cafe with the open atmosphere and
and better. Many compare it to the cafeteria in the movie
natural lighting shinning through the windows. Submitted photo.
High School Musical. The design of the upper and lower
level of this new cafe makes every student excited when lunch
time is approaching.
windows that the sun is shining through on a sunny day. This cafe
As you walk in from the upper level, there is a separate room
is no match compared to the old one. The brighter, college- like
of chairs and tables the colors of the Spartans, red and blue.
feel helps high schoolers to want to sit in school for lunch.
Busting through the double doors you see many tables and booths
When asking if students and staff liked the new edition to our
in a section of the room. Then, looking over the balcony down to
school, they all responded “Yes!”
the lower level, there is a big open space with booths, chairs and
“I enjoy the second level because me and Dan sit there most
people. Pacing yourself down the stairs, you come across the open
days,” says senior, James Barclay.

continued on next page
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Spartan Cafe, continued from previous page
Many of the chairs have improved in the cafe. In addition
to traditional chairs, the new cafe also has more comfortable
seats, such as a couch.
“Couches are usually comfortable and the ones in the
cafeteria are too. It is also better than sitting in plastic chairs,”
says James.
The new cafe also prevents students from sitting on the
floor and/or in the library says Mr.Benson. The library has a
no food policy, however last year during construction the library
offered available seating during lunch hour. The year, students
are no longer allowed to eat in the library because it is used for
a quiet work space during lunch.
Maggie Kurdziolek, a senior, enjoys the open space that
she has to sit with her friends. She also enjoys the new booths
that are located in most of the new cafe.
There are so many great aspects about the new Spartan
Cafe. Some favorites are the new charging section that the
2018-19 student council has provided for the school. Now,
students can charge their phones even if they forgot their
chargers.
The brightness and upgraded design of the cafe helps
students enjoy their period off.
“ I like how big the windows are; it gives a bright vibe,”
says Maggie.
The open atmosphere helps students relax and feel like
they aren’t in a stressed out school atmosphere.
All in all, the new cafe is a wonderful addition to the school
and students look forward to many wonderful luncheons in the
future.

A photo of the High School Musical cafeteria.
Many see our cafeteria as a replica of the one
from High School Musical.

Picture of the upper level of the cafe. Submitted photo.

“The new cafe is great! It
is so much better than
sitting in a classroom or on
the floor during lunch
time.” --Maggie Kurdziolek
Another angle of the upper level from the amazing new
Spartan Cafe. Submitted photo.
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Welcoming the New
Highschool Staff
Nolan Hyman
There are a lot of new changes happening here at New Hartford
Senior High, especially regarding high school staff. There are several
additions to the high school faculty including as Ms. Mytych (Business),
Mrs. Foster (Math), Ms. Aponte (Spanish), Ms. Wilcox (Music), Ms.
Grady (Special Ed), and Ms. Chang (Chinese).
“I think it’s really great working here.The students here are
awesome, intelligent, and they’re hardworking,” says Mrs. Foster, who
teaches algebra and pre-calc.
Mrs. Foster taught for thirteen years at RFA before coming here to
teach her first year at New Hartford. As an algebra teacher, she looks
forward to teaching the subject, and she encourages students to come in
for help if they’re having trouble understanding the material.
Mrs. Zalewski, the secretary for the main office, has been working in
the school district for a total of nine years with eight of those years
working at Hughes Elementary school.
“I’m very excited to work here. The day goes by quickly, and
there’s lots to do. I love interacting with the students and the teachers…
I’m looking forward to senior graduation because it’s something I’ve
never done before on the elementary end,” she says.
Mrs. Zalewski’s three kids- Benjamin, Rachael, and Jack- have all
come through the high school and she believes that high school is a
growing time for students.
New Hartford also welcomes two new secretaries in the Counseling
Office, Ms. Bannigan and Ms. D’Amore, as well as Mrs. Dunn who is
the new Dean of Students Office secretary, although she has worked in
the district for many years.
Mrs. Dunn says she loves New Hartford Senior High and shares,
“I’m looking forward to senior recognition night because I enjoy seeing
students being recognized for their hard work during their high school
career.”
The students and staff here at New Hartford Senior High School all
welcome the new staff, and are very happy to be having them here in
our school.
Mrs. Foster(top) and Mrs. Zalewski
(bottom) join the Spartan High
school community. Photos submitted
by subjects.
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OPINION
Arming Teachers in Schools
Is It Really a Good Idea?
Samantha Saville
Every day teachers and students attend school knowing that
there is the possibility of a threat to their lives. With school
shootings becoming a norm for this generation of students, school
administrators and government authorities are searching for ways
to protect their teachers and students. Some states have been
desperate enough to allow their teachers to be armed in the
classroom to ensure safety. Is this the right solution or will it only
cause more problems and anxiety?
When speaking with a student from New Hartford High
School on the matter they immediately stated that they would not
feel comfortable with teachers being armed.
“I don’t know if I trust being in a classroom with a teacher
that has a gun,” stated Victoria Haggerty, a student at New
Hartford High School. It was clear that she would not feel safer if
teachers were armed.
It also seems as if it is not only students that are concerned
with this “solution” but others as well. When speaking with the
head of the schools department an insurance company, Utica
National, Mr. Brian Saville, it was clear that he too thought that
arming school teachers was not the way to go. He expressed that
one of his concerns is that teachers are not trained properly for the
situations that would occur in schools in which they would need to
use a gun. Unlike a police officer or a military officer, teachers lack
the everyday use and practice with a gun, especially in such intense
situations. Another concern of his is that teachers bringing a
firearm to school and having it in the classroom could potentially
make it easier for a student to get ahold of it. If it is accidentally
left unattended a student may be able to get it and use it to harm
people.
Some states, however, believe that by allowing teachers to
carry firearms they are protecting students and staff. According to
CNN, Alabama has made it legal for school administrators to carry
a gun. There are requirements that need to be met in order for an
administrator to carry a gun such as: obtaining a concealed-carry
pistol permit, passing a drug screening and mental health
assessment, attending mandatory training, and being subject to
random drug tests and annual mental health and stress
assessments. The Washington Post stated how Florida also started to
allow teachers to be armed in school by expanding their

“guardian” program. There are similar qualifications for this in
Florida as the ones in Alabama.
Florida Governor, Ron Desantis, stated that “we did a lot for
public safety...ultimately...I think we are going to be safer.”
However, educators and sheriffs statewide object to this new
program.
Representative Shevrin Jones brought up his concerns of
teachers with racial prejudices by stating “...we’re talking about
black boys and girls who are getting murdered by police
officers...there are bad police officers, and there are bad teachers. I
never called them racist, but I’m giving you reality.”
Even the people in states where teachers can now be armed
think that it is not a good idea. There are so many alternative ways
to prevent school shootings and protect students and staff in
schools.
“The best alternative is a school resource officer,” Mr. Saville
suggests, “they are trained and in the school all the time so they
know the kids and may be able to diffuse a situation.”
School resource officers(SROs) are specifically put in schools
with the job to identify a problem before it occurs and are properly
trained on how to handle a situation if it does arise. Their sole job
is to protect the school and be a person of support for students
which is better than having the job of teaching students and also
protecting them which is a lot to handle. Mr. Saville suggested
other alternatives as well including assigning more police officers to
schools, hiring a private security firm, or even employing security
for the school such as a retired military officer or police officer.
“Every school should have a safety committee, threat
assessment teams, and use of force procedures,” Mr. Saville noted.
If the students have more support for mental health in school and
schools have specific people hired for the job of protecting the
school that is much safer and smarter than arming teachers.
According to Mr. Benson, here at New Hartford High School
we do have quite a few safety features in place. There is both a
District Safety Committee and Building Safety Committee which
meet periodically as well as whenever a situation arises. Along with
these committees, New Hartford also has an SRO(School Resource
Officer) in the building as well as a School Safety Officer(SSO) and
the SSO is a retired police officer. The school district also has a
Director of Safety who makes sure that all the schools in the
district have the proper safety organizations and procedures in
place. On top of that, of course, the school does regular drills such
as lock down and evacuation drills to prepare students and
teachers in case of a threat. Following these drills are discussions of
how the drill went and how to improve those drills.
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Bathroom Capacity Limit
Victoria Haggerty
Many new changes and additions have been brought to New
Hartford High school over the past few years. The new cafeteria
and the new playground have gotten plenty of good feedback, but
students were surprised to see the bathrooms all around the school
have limits to how many students are allowed to enter. The limits
range from one to seven people in the bathroom at a time.
The main reason for the new signs is safety. The school wants
every student to feel like they are in a safe environment to learn.
Having too many students in the bathrooms at once could lead
to accidents happening from students acting recklessly.
The number of students allowed in the bathroom is not picked
at random. After looking over building codes and other sources,
the school settled on “limiting the number of students to the
number of fixtures that are in the bathroom,” said Mr. Benson,
high school principal.
Just like any other rules in the school, the bathroom capacity
will be enforced. According to Mr. Benson, there will be school
administrators patrolling the bathroom to be sure that everyone is
safe and following the rules.
Teachers agree with the new bathroom rule. They believe
there should be no reason for large numbers of students in the
bathroom at once.
Some students do not agree with the bathroom limit. “It is
unnecessary,” says Pinky Lowenberg, a senior.
She and others believe that there is no way to enforce the
bathroom limit.
Another senior, Sam Saville, explained that she understood
why the rule was put in place. There are many issues that happen
in the bathroom especially with vaping but she is unsure about how
they could enforce a rule like this.

New signs on bathroom doors throughout
the school limit occupancy. Photo by
Victoria Haggerty.
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OPINION
Textbooks or Tablets?
Gabriella Yacobucci
Textbooks have been a part of students' lives for the past few
decades, well before electronics were included in everyday life.
Today, devices will always be incorporated in our lives and
electronic devices like computer tablets are slowly replacing
textbooks in schools--secondary schools specifically-- throughout
the country. These appliances can be such a huge improvement
for both the students and teachers.
“I think it would make it easier for them (the teachers) to
teach because they don’t have to keep replacing textbooks,”
stated Lily Christopher, a sophomore.
Studies over the years have shown how electronics can be
helpful in certain ways. For example, students preferred to have
them for homework and taking notes, so their backpacks would
be lighter, without all the papers given. Those opposing etextbooks voiced concerns about side effects like how strained
students’ eyes could get and how many headaches will occur
from using a screen for over six hours, five days a week,
according to ProCon.org.
Mr. Amarosa, Information Technology Director for New
Hartford School District, has similar opinions with Lily, in
regards to how making the switch would benefit teachers saying,
“Communication between teacher and student is more open and
available.” He recognizes that “if a student missed a class they
can still get the material or even see the lecture if the teacher
posts it. It is also extremely easy for teachers to update content
and keep material current and relevant.”
There are many things to take into consideration when
wanting to make the change from paper to electronic learning.
For example, internet access, battery and chargers, damage in
any way, and the cost are factors that can make electronic
learning challenging for schools to implement.
Although electronic devices provide some advantages, Mr.
Amarosa says he has “also read many articles on research shows
no correlation between the use of technology vs. textbooks in
student success. In some reports, it actually showed a decrease in
student comprehension when using devices.”
Another major concern would be that “using an iPad for
more than five hours can damage your eyeballs,” commented

https://bcchspatriotpost.com/1206/opinion/paper-to-screens/
New Hartford senior Jamie Sales. Jamie feels textbooks are more
efficient as in that they are physically always available, so students
don’t have to worry about battery or internet access.
I agree with her opinion. Students already are on their
phones so many hours a day, so it is nice to use the physical book
rather than reading it online, where sometimes, information can
be false. In my personal viewpoint, I would not want computers
to replace traditional textbooks for the reason that studying
would be much more difficult. When I go to study for any test, I
put away all my electronics, so I can concentrate most efficiently.
On the other hand, computers would be helpful because so
much school information and homework are on the internet, that
it would make everything easier. Also, having a tablet or
computer to carry around would “open doors to new initiatives
and assist students in college and career readiness,” expressed
Mr. Amarosa.
Substituting e-texts for traditional books at New Hartford
has been discussed many times over the past couple of years, and
is a possibility. What’s keeping it from happening are all the
problems that interfere with the computers and the school, as in
student data protection, cost, etc. However, once these lists of
issues have been resolved, there is a possibility that we could be
part of a change in the high school world.
My recommendation is that I do love the idea of online
learning being incorporated into our school. However, I hope
that textbooks stay, so that people like me can still have the
opportunity to use them for studying.
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OPINION
School vs Sleep

shared her insight on the topic. She helps students with

Should we push back the School Day?

overwhelming.

their challenges, to make their day easier and less

Kassia Thayer

With the return of school and the start of a new
school year comes a shift in our sleep schedules. For some
of us, this is a massive change. We can’t be sleeping in
until ten, twelve, (or all day), anymore. This calls for a
need for change. There’s a point to all of this, and the
point is, school should start at least an hour later. Possibly
two, if you really need more sleep.

When asked what some of the benefits would be, if
we were to push the school day back, Ms. Zupan
explained that, “The American Pediatrics Association has
declared sleep deprivation in teens as an epidemic and
they are urging school districts to start their school days
no earlier than 8:30.” Take that time and compare it to
New Hartford’s school start time- 7:45. The difference
between the two times might not seem like a big deal, it’s

There is a majority of teenagers who end up staying

only about forty minutes.

awake until it’s already the next day. That combined with
the school's early start time is the perfect equation for zero
sleep. Or, at least, a lack of it. Sleep is essential during the
school year. We should all be getting anywhere from six to
nine hours at a minimum. That’s so we can function

Think about it like this. If our day started at 8:30, or
nine, we’d have that forty minutes to sleep. All the people
who only get five hours of sleep? There’s your extra hour.
A good, perhaps solid, six hours.

properly without acting like
zombies all day. Rule of thumb,
zombie apocalypses are never
good news.

There are actual benefits, not just
“The American Pediatrics Association

some association saying yes, yes,

has declared sleep deprivation in

yes. According to Ms. Zupan, an

teens as an epidemic.”

increased amount of time to sleep

I get up at six every day,
which doesn’t seem all that early,
since there’s some people out
there that are up at four or five. At the same time, I also
fall asleep at eight or nine. Like I said, a good amount of
teenagers who wake up from four to six are the ones
falling asleep in the a.m.’s. They’re getting around four to
five hours of sleep a night. That’s not enough sleep for a
school day.
Just pushing back the school day a little for some
more shut eye might not seem too important, but it really

-Ms. Zupan

“improves academic
performance.” We don’t need
things like coffee to fuel us. There

might be fewer absences, less tardiness, all because the
students are awake and possibly ready to tackle the day.
(Although it’s still a matter of how much they like school.)
A view based just on what a staff member says might
not be enough to sway you, (if you think about that, it
really should), but students also agree that a later start time
would be beneficial. Two students, Bella Stephans and
Madison Winfield, were both for a later school day.
continued on next page

is. New Hartford High School social worker, Ms. Zupan,
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OPINION
School vs Sleep continued from previous page
They both participate in after school activities, work
jobs, and have homework. Their schedules were about the
same during the school year. Wake up at six, get around
five hours of sleep, and work on their homework for an
hour or two.
As they said, they get home at about 3:30 on a nonwork day. Two hours pass from homework, leaving the
time at 5:30. That’s not too bad, considering both go to
image from: baedaily

sleep around twelve, isn’t it? Their schedules are on the
less extreme side, some kids don’t get home until way lateror at least don’t finish their homework until then.

hang out with your pets. For people who didn’t get all of
their work done the previous night because of a jam-

A later school day pushes back the day’s end time.

packed schedule, you could throw in some more time to

That means homework that takes you two hours to do

work. Or, even add a quick study session before a quiz first

would finish around six to seven. That doesn’t even say

block.

anything about kids who get home later, have more work
to do. There’s other problems that the school day could
cause by finishing later. Younger siblings with an earlier

While New Hartford has a committee currently

end time who need a babysitter, for example. (Though, if

debating whether or not some kind of delayed school day
should be implemented, nothing has really been set in

that were the problem, couldn’t we just push their day

stone. But, attentive students has never not been a plus, and

back too?)

on top of that, you won’t have to listen to anymore kids
complain about being tired all the time. So, to our school,

While Bella and Madison said their day wouldn’t be
interrupted by an extra hour of sleep, the question at hand

we should really push the day back for all of our sakes.
image from: clipartix

is:

Would yours?

It’s strongly recommend that the school pushes it’s day
back. In some cases, an extra hour isn’t even really for the
sleep. You could use it in different ways to suit your need,
if sleep isn’t the most ideal thing you think you need. It’s
more time to get ready in the morning, and more time to
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
If There Was a
Homecoming Dance, Would
You Attend?
Gabriella Yacobucci

“No, because I don’t think it’s
necessary for me to attend. I do
not like dances in general.”
- James Barclay, Senior

“I would, because we don’t
have a fun dance before all the stress
of college applications and everything
starts. I also love any excuse to dress up
and look nice.”
- Charmy Rani, Senior

“Yes, because it’s a part of the high
school experience!”
- Anna Papandrea, Senior

“I would definitely go just
because it’s such a classic high school
event.”
-Grace D’Ambrosio, Senior

“Yes, because I think it would be
really fun.”
- Nolan Hyman, Junior

clipart-library.com
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MEET THE STAFF
Tori Haggerty
Nolan Hyman
High school senior Tori Haggerty is a
musician who is able to play a variety of
instruments, and she is also a member of the
New Hartford Marching Band color guard.
As a journalist for Spartan Expressions, she
hopes to discover and write about stories
involving everyday heroes in the local area.
She plans on pursuing a nursing degree at
MVCC after she graduates high school, and
she believes that nursing would be a good
way to prepare for becoming an EMT in the
future.

Gianna Giglio
James Barclay

Nolan Hyman:
Future filmmaker
Victoria Haggerty
Nolan Hyman is a junior with a bright
future in the world of filmmaking. He got into
filmmaking by watching movies like Indiana
Jones. His favorite show happens to be The Office
because the loves the comedy in it.
Nolan’s favorite class is journalism because
he finds it more interesting than the other
classes he’s taking this semester. He also wants to make documentaries when he is a
filmmaker and believes journalism will help him gain the interviewing skills he
needs.
Other than filmmaking, Nolan loves to swim. He tries to combine his passion
for swimming and filmmaking. Last year he made a documentary for the swim
team. Over the summer, Nolan went to Syracuse University for a film class and
made three new films.

One of the most important staff
members, Gianna Giglio, is a senior who will
write about different people who are involved
in different sports in her Athletes in the
Sportlight column.
She is also involved in classes such as
Statistics, Personal Finance, and Journalism,
too, so feel free to give her a kind “hi” or
“hello” if you see her in your class.
Gianna’s family includes her mom, dad,
and brother, and they are all very close
together, and tend to spend a lot of family
time together, which can definitely give
Gianna some confidence as a staff member,
and just give her some happiness at home.
Gianna is also involved in several sports/
general activities such as cheerleading,
Masque, and hanging out/getting coffee with
her friends.
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MEET THE STAFF
Rachel Schultz
Meet the Staff
Kassia Thayer
This year, there’s a great group of to-be (and possibly not tobe) journalists working on the school paper, Spartan Expressions.
One such is senior Rachel Schultz. She’s taking journalism
for the second time as of this semester. To her, the class is more
interesting than a gateway to a future career in journalism.
(Although she did say that journalism- along with US history- is
one of her favorite subjects.) She’s close to graduation, and her
plan after that point is like most. She’s going to college, and her
goal is to become an elementary school teacher.
Rachel likes to help people learn, and has found herself
teaching others before. “I just want to help the next generation
because those kids are going to be the ones that change the
world,” she explained, when asked about why teaching is the ideal
career path for her.

“I just want to help the next
generation because those kids are
going to be the ones that change the
world.”

Even if her passion is teaching, school isn’t her whole lifeRachel participates in lacrosse during the spring. Besides that, one
thing she’s very good at is figure skating.
She can do different tricks on the ice, like a somersault. That
might not seem like the most impressive, (it certainly does it me),
but she can do other ones. She can also do a double salchow
jump, and do flying spins.
The kind of figure skating she does isn’t just for fun. Rachel
does competitions. She’s gone to the Empire State Winter Games
four separate times. On top of that, she’s qualified for the State
Games of America in Vermont. (Because of the location, she
wasn’t able to go.) Rachel even has a “bucket of metals” to prove
her skills.
While you’re flipping through Spartan Expressions, make sure to
read through Rachel’s alumni page- Her section is bound to be a
good one.

Any student may contribute to Spartan Expressions

Spartan Expressions is the New Hartford High School Articles and creative writing for consideration of publication must meet the following guidelines:

student newspaper. The NHHS journalism classes, as well as CONTENT:
members of the Spartan Expressions club, produce the paper. • No slanderous or libelous material will be tolerated.
Materials found to be published in the paper are the efforts of • All reference to sex will be vague, scientific and will not use slang or be otherwise offensive.
students who contribute and are not intended to represent the • There will be no excess of violence or morbidity.
opinion of any school official or member of the New
• No promotion of the use of drugs, alcohol, or recreational sex.
Hartford Central School Board of Education. Reviews or
• No interference with the educational process.
references to businesses, services, products or media do not
• Content shall be factual and unbiased and shall not be derogatory toward any person or group.
represent an endorsement by the Board of Education. The SUBMISSION:
copyright laws of the United States of America protect all
• All articles and creative writing must be typed and edited.
materials published in Spartan Expressions.
• Please email submissions to jclive@nhart.org at least a week before publication.
• See Mrs. Clive in Room 251 if you have questions or need assistance.
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SPORTS
New Hartford Football: Being
the Hammer
Connell Williams
The New Hartford Spartans showed up to play September 8th and
defeated the Cazenovia Lakers 33-14. With a big win on their shoulders,
the team demonstrated they are ready for any competition this season
will bring.
Coach Jim Kramer explained that, “The team had a great week of
preparation; they were ready.”
“It was very hype! This year is different. We are actually expected
to win,” said Gianna Giglio, captain of New Hartford’s cheer team. “It
was very different; this team is more connected,” she explains.
Gianna is not the only one who believes that they have a bond. Jake
Winn, linebacker for New Hartford, says they are a family.
“A lot of kids on this team, including myself, have played [together]
for years,” Jake said, “So the history of this team was definitely the
change in chemistry from last year to this year.”
Coach Kramer agrees. “The team has a very good chemistry,” he
says, “they have a lot of thoughtfulness towards each other and they look
out for one another.”
This will be Coach Jim Kramer’s third year coaching New Hartford
football and says that the team needs to “be the hammer.” “It’s the
slogan for the year,” explains Coach Kramer. “We want to be the
aggressor and bring the punch to the opponent. Be the hammer, not the
nail.” This slogan might be one of the reasons the team is so focused on
a great season.
For the last couple seasons, New Hartford has not had the best
football records. In 2017, they were 2-6, but they were 3-5 in 2018 and
they had lost to Cazenovia both years.
Matthew Bailey, wide-receiver for New Hartford, admits that loss
from the 2018 season helped fuel the team’s fire for the 2019 season.
“In our division, they are the ‘top-dog’; they are the team to beat,”
Matt Bailey explains. “In the off season, we told each other that if we
want to be the best, we have to beat the best. In the weeks leading into
the game, we were well prepared, we knew our assignments.”

Zach Held celebrating a touchdown
New Hartford played Cazenovia September
8th
Photo from the Utica OD

A brotherhood forged with one mindset; “if we want to
be the best, we have to beat the best.”

“Be the Hammer,
Not the Nail.”

Photo from the Utica OD

Continued on Next Page
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SPORTS
Football, continued from previous page
The game filled the stands with spectators including“...the best
student section in the 315,” according to Gianna. The spectators were
dressed in all red for a “red-out” game.
“My favorite part was walking out and the student section was
cheering for us,” says Gianna.
“We hope for more crowds,” Coach Kramer explains, “the team
has earned the people’s respect.”
When asked if the energy from the Cazenovia game carry on into
their next game against CVA, “For sure,” answered Jake, “We are ready
to face CVA and give them our all.”
“The teams are successful and we need to refocus each week for the
success,” describes Coach Kramer.
The only problem left is keeping the same energy according to
Matt. “It’s the same steps of mentality as last week and we just need to
approach it the same way we did last week,” Matt explains.
The Spartans faced the CVA Thunder at Central Valley Academy
September 13th at 6:30.

The New Hartford Student Section “...the best student
section in the 315,” says Gianna Giglio
Photo from the Utica OD

Updates:
New Hartford beats CVA 13-7 in Overtime; The game was
very close. Both teams went in with the same mentality: WIN. After a
forced fumble from Vinny Broccoli and a recovery from Ty Cole, the
final touchdown was from Vinny Fanelli with a running play.
New Hartford dominates Mexico 42-7; This game was one of
the finest for the Spartans. The entire game, the team worked together
and showed the Mexico Tigers that they are here to stay. The student
section was alive the entire time and it seems like they will keep the
energy/hype alive for a long time.

Gianna Giglio leads New Hartford’s cheer at Don
Edick Field
Photo from the Utica OD
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SPORTS
Serving Up A Win
Girls Varsity Tennis
Rachel Schultz

The girls tennis team will be hosting their Senior
night on September 30th, against their biggest
competitor and rival, the Oneida Indians. Their
current record of 8-0 is something to be proud of, the
girls have many rematches coming up and are very

New Hartford Girls Tennis has served an

excited for the rest of their season!

incredible season so far! They have come to be
undefeated, beating Whitesboro, Vernon-Verona
Sherrill, Rome, Camden, Proctor and more. The girls
have a great chance towards sectionals, having made
it in years past and with their statistics this year, the
season is looking very good for them so far.
The Girls Tennis team is a close knit group of
girls on and off the court.
“You turn into a family because of all the time
spent together, there is a lot of support you can fall
back on,” says junior, Avery Walters, team member
since the eighth grade.
The girls have team dinners and bonding to help
learn about each other in a much more casual setting,
according to junior Raniya Haider, another member
since the eighth grade.
Being on the team is really important to these

https://pixers.us/wall-murals/tennis-rackets-29519856

“You turn into a family
because of all the time spent
together, there is a lot of
support you can fall back on.”
-Avery Walters

girls. They love the sport they play and pour all their
energy into it. Their hard work is able to reflect in
their undefeated season at this point, showing how
hard they work.
“It was awesome to show how hard work paid
off,” said Walters regarding making the Varsity team
a year early, in eighth grade.
Haider and Walters both want others looking to
make the team to remember to work hard, continue
to learn from others, and remember that tennis is
mental and physical, and to take into account all
losses and wins because they’re both equally
important.

Photo by DeNicola Photography
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Sports
Girls Swim: An Individual Sport
Brings a Team Together
Kassidi Nicholl
The hot, sticky humidity makes the air stagnant. The water is
cold. The stands are packed and the team is cheering. They’ve just
won sectionals. On the bus ride home, the girls bond.
On the bus and in the pool New Hartford’s Girls Varsity
Swim Team sets individual goals while also uplifting one another
to achieve their goals as well.
“I think my favorite memory was winning sectionals my
freshman year of varsity. The whole atmosphere was infectious.
We were singing and dancing and crying and on the bus ride
home. The fire department escorted us into town. It was really a
cool experience,” says junior Gracelynn Drake.
The girls swim team has been very successful throughout the
years. They've won many championships and made it to sectionals
several times. The team is very close as a whole, and although the
events are all individual the girls work together as one. “It really is
a team sport as much as it is an individual sport,” says Gracelynn
Drake.

Gracelynn has been swimming since
seventh grade. Gracelynn recently made sectionals for the 100
breaststroke. She initially joined the team because it was a family
tradition but she ended up falling in love with the sport and has
since stuck with it. Team morale is very high and they all get along
very well.
Junior Jasmine Martin has been swimming since 6th grade.
Her events are the 100 butterfly, 200 medley relay, 200 free relay,
400 free relay. She loves the swim team because it has given her
lifelong friends and many opportunities.
Even spectators of the sport can see how close knit the girls
team is. Elisa Gendron-Belen says ̈New Hartford girls showed
enthusiasm and team spirit throughout the week.” Elisa also
attended the girls home meet on September 10th ¨The energy
throughout the pool was intense.”

Photo submitted by Gracelynn Drake
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Sports
Athlete in the Sportlight: Joey Mammone
Gianna Giglio
There are over 20 sports that New Hartford High School offers which many students participate in. With most sports being competitive,
New Hartford athletes all share the same mentality. The fall, winter, and spring athletes support and understand to work their hardest, put in
100%,and have fun doing it. Every athlete deserves to be credited, starting with the New Hartford Football team. This is “Athlete in the
Sportlight”.
The Athlete in the Sportlight this issue is senior football player, Joey Mammone. Joey is starting offensive tackle and enjoys the
adrenaline rush he gets when stepping onto the field.
Joey explains how each of the practice days throughout the week are different to help prepare him for the “big game.” When coming
back from the weekend on Mondays, practices are usually review days. This is the time for the players and coaches to review the game they
previously played and come up with a plan to make the upcoming game even better. Then, Tuesday and Wednesday, Joey explains that he
learns and refines ways to defeat the opponent. By learning the opponent this helps the football team know what they are getting into. Next,
Thursdays are walk through days, the team will take an easy day after giving 110% in the previous days. They review their plays and the
positive mentality their team needs to take the win. Fridays arrive quickly for the football team, Joey explains that before a game, “ I pop
some headphones in and won’t talk to anyone before the game.” Getting their head in the game is key for the football team to reach their
goal in the end.
When asked if he thinks football was the hardest sport all around he responded, “Yes I do believe football is the hardest sport because it’s
not just a fall sport, it's an all year round sport.” Joey says that in the summer the boys have summer camps where drills are being run and the
season training begins. When not at a camp the team usually goes to weight room to keep up their strength and abilities in the off season.
The winter and the spring are times for them to have an opportunity to get even more fit in the weight room.
Every Friday night when the “Friday Night Lights” appear Joe and his team runs out on the field getting ready to fight until they receive
the prize, winning.
The strong bonds and the hard-working mentality football players like Joey Mammone support, help make New Hartford Football into a
bigger, better and stronger team over all.

Athlete in the Sportlight: Joey Mammone
Fun Facts about Joey:
He can not do a backflip.
His favorite color is orange.
His favorite food is Chicken Alfredo.
His favorite class is science.
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SPORTS
The Search For Perfection
And Taking It Too Far
Ashley Giaccio
Have you ever felt disappointed after losing a match or a
game? Has that feeling persisted past what seems reasonable?
Do you ever feel that it may have been your fault? Though these
feelings are natural and understandable, this mindset can lead to
much more serious problems. Eating disorders and body or
muscle dysmorphia are very common among young athletes due
to the pressure to perform and the body standards set for both
men and women.
The baseline for developing an eating disorder usually has
very little to do with vanity. It is used as a way to control some
aspect of a person's life. Among athletes, it can begin as a
harmless desire to improve, but if not cultivated correctly, it can
lead to an addiction and obsession with sports performance
based on weight and health. Body dysmorphia, particularly
muscle dysmorphia which is the inaccurate view of how
muscular or lean you are, tend to be very common in men and
most common among young wrestlers according to the Body
Dysmorphic Disorder Foundation. Though in itself body
dysmorphia isn’t harmful to one's physical health, it cultivates
negative mental health and can lead to serious disorders such as
Anorexia and Bulimia which can lead to death either by suicide,
heart failure, ulcers, fatigue, etc.
After the 1994 attack on Olympic figure skater Nancy
Kerrigan, which injured her knee, she fell into an eating disorder
during recovery to compete. “I would avoid food because it was
something I could do. I felt like I could control that and nothing
else,” she says in an interview with People Magazine. “I think a lot
of times people see it as something they can control… but
frankly the eating disorder starts to control you.”
Some signs someone may be suffering with a sports-related
eating disorder or dysmorphia are withdrawal from activities
relating to food, excessive exercise that may lead to injury,
wearing baggy clothing, negative self talk, even acne and
fatigue.
“I have always coached young women and young women
face an awful lot of pressure in our society to look a certain way
and certainly that was present,” said Mrs. Hamilton. Mrs.
Hamilton teaches Global and Humanitarian Law and War

kickittraining.com

Crimes at the high school as well as yoga classes at Hamilton
College. She advocates for body positivity and speaks against
toxic relations to numbers in all aspects of our lives. With the
rise of Instagram lifestyle and fitness pages, and how young
children are when they are exposed to it, has increased this
pressure. But this pressure also falls on men too, “It’s the
challenge, it’s ‘the hard’, not the gender it lands on.”
Mr. Bisaccia teaches Government and Economics as well as
Drivers Education at the high school. He has always been
involved with athletics and now trains for IronMan events,
which involve biking, swimming, and running.“You can be
successful in any way you look and feel,'' says Mr. Bisaccia. He
emphasizes that sports should in the end be about having fun,
and getting enjoyment off of your own accomplishments, not in
those of others.
“The first thing I really want people to know is that health
doesn’t look a certain way,” says Mrs. Hamilton. “I think
accepting that health is not something that we look at, its
something we feel from within is important.” She emphasizes,
“You are your constant companion… we have to cultivate a
healthy connection to the body and mind and a lot of that has
to start with acceptance.”

If you or someone you know is or may be
suffering with and eating disorder, contact the
National Eating Disorder Hotline at (800)
931-2237 or text NEDA to 741741.
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Feature
Hamlet
Production by Theater at Woodshill
Zoe Van Savage
The showing of the famous play by Shakespeare, Hamlet
began on August 17th in the Theater at Woodshill. Woodshill is
a family-owner farm with a beautiful, finished barn, creating a
scenic and unique setting for this Central New York theater
production. This non for-profit organization was put on by New
Hartford Alumnus, Allen Wilcox and his family.
The performance was popular with many in the New
Hartford High School community. Many attended the
performance, and assisted with the production. Students were
kept busy with pretty much everything at the production.
"I help out at the barn making sure that actors had time to
set up, during the production I worked as an usher, and when
intermission came I worked concessions" said Jacob Lester, a
New Hartford junior who was heavily involved in the show's
production.

One of our fellow New Hartford students, Maggie Stevens,
played Voltemand, a vocalist and an ambassador in court during
this production.
"Voltemand was written as a male part and I got to play him
as a tomboyish girl which was different and fun!," said Stevens.
"If I had the opportunity to, I would love to come back! The
actors and actresses who come from NYC really become like
family after a while and I loved getting to work alongside them
and learn from their experiences!"
Even New Hartford students that weren't working in the
production had a positive experience. One of New Hartford
Senior High's seniors, Ashley Giaccio, recalled how you could
see the moonlight through the barn as it got darker throughout
the night.
"It was like the sky was cooperating with the drama in the
play," said Giaccio. The barn setting was truly a unique, but
seemingly perfect location for this production.
Moving forward into next summer's production, they will be
showing Twelfth Night in 2020. Hopefully we will see more New
Hartford faces onstage and backstage next year, be sure
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FEATURE
Languages in New Hartford
Charmy Rani
Zoe Van Savage
The world is full of different ways of communication,
and New Hartford is no different. Some of our New
Hartford students come from different backgrounds and
speak languages other than English at home. One of these
students is Charmy Rani who learned Punjabi alongside
English at home when she was growing up while also
learning French in school.
Her father's side of the family comes from Nurmahal,
Punjab and her mother's family is from Philaur, Punjab in
India, making Punjabi her family's native language.
Charmy was born in New Jersey, however, she moved to
India when she was a baby, and moved back to New York
at the age of 4. She recalls that her English wasn't as good
as her sister's and she felt some isolation from not knowing
it perfectly. However, she eventually picked it up without a
problem once she started attending school in New
Hartford.
Rani has noticed the difference in her language skills
based on the point in her life when she learned them.
Since she learned Punjabi and English when she was
young, she is fluent in both. However, she finds French
more difficult since she started in 7th grade, which is past
the ideal age for learning languages. She also mentions
that her environment is a big factor in this since she was
around so many people that speak English and Punjabi,
but was rarely around people that speak French.
Since Punjabi is a regional dialect in India, there is a
vast amount of language diversity that she has came
across. There are 22 major dialects in India and hundreds
more that aren't as widely spoken, and many people in India speak English as well. Rani can only speak and understand Punjabi;
she cannot read or write it. She says that this is common among children of the people that immigrated from India. The Punjabi
writing system is very complex, but the verbal communication is sufficient, therefore, people like her are fairly common.
Although Rani's relationship with languages is unique, she enjoys having another way to communicate with her family. She
mentions that it makes her uncomfortable when people ask her to speak in her language, as it makes her feel as though she's in the
spotlight. But with that being said, she still finds her style of communication interesting. "Not everyone that speaks the same
language speaks the same way, so it's cool to see the differences," says Rani.
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Heroes In Our Area
Volunteer Firefighters
Victoria Haggerty
Volunteer firefighters put themselves at risk every day for the good
of others. They selflessly run head first into burning buildings to save
lives. The firefighters in our area are among one of the bravest and they
don't do it for the pay but to protect people. Many volunteer firefighters
have busy schedules between their actual jobs and their families but they
choose to spend their free time at the fire department waiting for calls.
Being in the fire department teaches a person discipline and many
discover who they are and what they want to do with their future. A
person can join the fire department as a junior firefighter with no
direction, then move up to a firefighter and have a plan for the future.
Joining the fire department is very rewarding, but can also be a hard
job to stomach. For every person they save, there will always be a few
that don't make it. Although they have to deal with the loss, they know
that it’s worth pushing through to save whoever they can.
Many students in the New Hartford high school are currently in the
volunteer fire department. It is important to thank these students for
their dedication to helping others at such a young age.
breakingmuscle.com

greatlakesecho.org

fee.org
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New Hartford Alumni;
Where Are They Now?
Class of 1984
Rachel Schultz
The graduating class of 1984 has come a long way since their
time spent in New Hartford. In June of 2019, they passed the
thirty-five year anniversary of their graduation! The lives of the
alumni have taken off, and they have been taken on all kinds of
adventures over the years after high school.
Jennifer Burns is a graduate of the 1984 class, and lives in
New Hartford again today. After graduating from New Hartford,
Burns attended Binghamton University to study United States
History. Today, she works as an insurance broker for Gilroy,
Kernan & Gilroy. In her free time, outside of work, Burns enjoys
spending her time reading and cooking.
New Hartford resonates with a lot of people, and Burns
credits that to the quality of education provided by the schools in
the district. Burns’ favorite class was theater class, taught by Ms.

Chad Meyer
Jennifer Burns
above anything else. For current high schoolers, Meyer gives
important advice:
“Focus on the task at hand. Don’t procrastinate, and most
importantly, be nice to others and take the time to have empathy
for what others are feeling,” said Meyer.
Burns and Meyer have both gone on and completed much
after graduating from high school in 1984. They have gone on to
prove and show all the opportunities that can come after
graduating from New Hartford and experiencing life in our town.
Just like every other graduate, their years in high school shaped
them into the people they became, and in the end, it all roots back
to New Hartford Senior High School, where it all began.

Mele. Burns wishes she had taken physics in high school, to
expand her knowledge on science. Her favorite memories of high
school come from performing in school musicals for Masque, as
well as Senior Ball.
As for current students, Burns recommends “starting high
school with the end in mind,” meaning that student s should think
of what their goal is, and use that as their guide throughout high
school, until the very end.
Chad Meyer is another graduate of 1984, and works as a high
school math teacher today. After graduating from New Hartford,
Meyer went onto military service, as well as attending Finger Lakes
Community College, SUNY Cortland to study physical education,
and finally, Walden University to obtain his Masters in
mathematics.
Meyer’s favorite part of high school was the time he spent
performing with Masque. In his free time, Meyer spends his time
coaching and refereeing for youth soccer, as well as performing in
community theater.
As for his time spent in New Hartford Senior High School,
Meyer said the schools “commitment to excellence” stands out

Photo from 1984 Yearbook

“Focus on the task at hand.
Don’t procrastinate, and most
importantly, be nice to others
and take the time to have
empathy for what others are
feeling.” - Chad Meyer
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Helping Hands
The United Way of The Valley and Greater Utica Area
Kassidi Nicholl
Neither rain, nor sleet, nor extreme heat can stop the United
Way from helping others.
The United Way of the Valley and Greater Utica Area tries
to help everyone they can, whether it be painting over graffiti,
raising money for charity, or collecting school supplies for kids.
One of the major programs they have is their Ready for
Kindergarten program. With this program they partner with
local schools and school related organizations to ensure that
all kids are mentally and physically prepared for
kindergarten. They also give financial aid to those who need
it, or give them food and the necessary supplies they need.
Every Thursday throughout the summer they partner up
with the brewery and host Saranac Thursdays. There they
have a happy hour and a weekly concert.
Volunteering for the United Way is a very rewardable
experience. The work isn’t very tough, and you get to make a real

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Way_of_America

difference in your community. Plus everyone who works there is
so nice and amazing to work with.
I’ve volunteered with the United Way for years, and
I know most of the people there. They are all great and
awesome to work with. One of my favorite volunteer
events we did was the annual Day of Action we did a
few years ago. We went to several places all around
Utica and painted over graffiti. It took the whole day but
it was so much fun and amazing to see all the progress
we made in just one day.
They have pretty regular volunteer events. On
September 28th they are hosting 0.5K marathon at the

https://www.unitedwayvgu.org/HalfK

Saranac Brewery, volunteer spots are all filled for that event but
with the holiday season coming up they’ll be having plenty of
upcoming opportunities. So if you need some volunteer hours for
school, or you want to make a difference in your community log
onto the United Way website and fill out a volunteer form!
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Feature
Spooky Season: the
Return of Many Fall
Classics
Langston Lamitie

As the temperature lowers and the leaves begin to
change, we all look forward to the next season, Fall.
School is in session and hopes are high for the
2019-2020 school year. Whether it is your first or last
year in high school, everyone is preparing for the long
haul.
“It's good to see friends, but I'm a little stressed
out applying to colleges,” said Bianca Durso, a senior.
Getting back into the swing of things sometimes
proves difficult; however, with all the difficulties they
face during the school day , students get to see their
friends every day.
Along with the change of the weather comes a
change in activities. Students can rely on many
sources to keep their after school lives busy
Football games on Friday nights bring in droves
of New Hartford fans.
“One of my favorite things to do in the fall is to
go and watch the football games,” said Connell
Williams, senior.
Another wonderful thing about fall is the return
of “hoodie season,” or the time of year in which
wearing your favorite hoodie is a welcomed
appearance, is fully embraced. And things like the way
the trees look and the leaves that come with the
change of season are beautiful surprises after the
green of summer.

“I love the pretty colors when the leaves turn and
the way they crunch when you step on them,” said
Bianca.
John Jablonski, a senior as well, agreed
when asked about what he liked about fall,
saying, “The trees and the leaves. And the
temperature is not too hot, not too cold.”
Fall trends are back as well. Favorites like
flannel shirts and Timberland boots are
flooding back in. Watch out for flavored items such as
cinnamon and apple cider, or the increasingly popular
pumpkin spice everything.
“I love pumpkin flavored foods. Like, all of
them,” said Connell. Obviously not all students can
have such a devotion to pumpkin flavored goods, but
we look forward to the next season.

https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?
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NEWS
Fall Recipes and Ideas
By Sarah Sanchez
Fall has officially begun and it’s time to get into the fall spirit! One
of the most important parts of every holiday is the seasonal food. In this
article, three different community members shared their best fall recipes
and food ideas for you and your friends or family to enjoy!
New Hartford junior Ali Sanchez was interviewed about her baking
for the holiday season. When asked about her reasoning for baking, she
described how she enjoys baking for different holidays, Halloween
included. She decides to stay safe and do what everyone loves.
“The Food Network pumpkin pie recipe is always a solid hit,”
Sanchez said, and went on to talk about how easy the recipe is.
She described how all it takes is one quick and cheap trip to the
grocery store and everyone’s happy. The recipe includes the following
ingredients and steps:

Photo by Food Network

Prep:
(Recipe adapted from Food Network)
1.Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F.

Crust:
2.Place 1 piece of pre-made pie dough down into a pie pan. Pinch the edges together. Put
the pie shell back into the freezer for 1 hour to firm up. Fit a piece of aluminum foil to
cover the inside of the shell completely. Bake for 10 minutes, remove the foil and bake for
another 10 minutes or until the crust is dried out and beginning to color.

Filling:
3.For the filling, in a large mixing bowl, beat the cream cheese with a hand mixer. Add
the pumpkin and beat until combined. Add the sugar and salt, and beat until combined.
Add the eggs mixed with the yolks, half-and-half, and melted butter, and beat until
combined. Finally, add the vanilla, cinnamon, and ginger, if using, and beat until
incorporated.

Put it all Together!
4. Pour the filling into the warm prepared pie crust and bake for 50 minutes, or until the
center is set. Place the pie on a wire rack and cool to room temperature. Cut into slices
and top each piece with a generous amount of whipped cream.
Continued on next page
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Fall Recipes and Ideas, Continued
Adam Brucker, a college student and a community member of New Hartford,
was the next person interviewed. Adam claims that he is a “world renowned”
baker. He told me that his favorite recipe was his family’s pumpkin cookies. He
wouldn’t tell me the recipe, stating that it was a family secret, but described the
cookies as “buttery, sweet, Halloweeny, and delicioso.” If anything, it is a good
idea to look up alternative recipes as the idea of pumpkin cookies is fun and
Joseph Field, a high schooler in New Jersey, loves to bake for all his friends. He always
makes some version of cupcakes, so he shared about his fall themed pumpkin spice
and cream cheese frosting cupcakes. He wouldn’t disclose his recipe stating, “he
worked too hard to give it away for free,” but he did say that the online recipes were
just as good. He recommended the recipe from Live Well Bake Often.

Photo by Just So Tasty

Prep:
(Recipe from Live Well Bake Often)
1. Preheat oven to 350°F. Line a 12 count muffin pan with cupcake liners and set
aside.

Cupcakes:
2. In a large mixing bowl, whisk together the flour, baking powder, baking soda,
cinnamon, ginger, nutmeg, cloves, and salt. Set aside.
3. In a separate bowl, mix together the pumpkin puree, oil, brown sugar, granulated
sugar, eggs, and vanilla until fully combined.
4. Add the wet ingredients to the dry ingredients and mix until just combined.
5. Scoop the batter into the cupcake liners about 2/3 of the way full, you should get
12 cupcakes, and smooth out the tops of each one.
6. Bake at 350°F for 20-25 minutes or until a toothpick inserted into the center of
the cupcake comes out clean.
7. Remove from the oven and let cool for 5 minutes in the pan. Remove the
cupcakes from the pan and transfer to a wire rack to finish cooling.

Frosting:
8. Using a handheld mixer or stand mixer fitted with the paddle attachment, beat
the butter and cream cheese together until smooth.
9. Add the powdered sugar and vanilla and mix until fully combined.

So What Can We Take Away?
-Pumpkin pie, recipe included
-The idea of pumpkin cookies
-Pumpkin cream cheese cupcakes, recipe included

With these ideas in mind, be inspired to expand your horizons and try something new this fall
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Sam’s Sweet Treats
Fall Favorites
Samantha Saville
Starbucks is advertising their pumpkin spice lattes and you
see Halloween decorations in every store you walk into so you
know what that means...it’s finally fall! I don’t know about you but
the fall is my favorite time of year. The weather is perfect, the
leaves are beautiful colors, and the fall treats are just the best! In
order to get you all into the fall spirit I have gathered a fun fall
recipe you can easily make yourself. This recipe from Allrecipes is
a pumpkin spice latte recipe. I have used this recipe countless
times and I feel that it is the closest recipe I have found to the
coveted Starbucks latte. The best part is that this recipe should
take only about 10 minutes to make so you’ll be enjoying your
pumpkin goodness in no time. Here is a list of the ingredients you
will need:

2 cups milk (dairy or non-dairy)

1 tablespoon vanilla extract

1/2 teaspoon pumpkin pie spice, plus more for
serving

1/2 cup strong hot coffee

Whipped cream, for serving

2 tablespoons pumpkin puree

1 to 3 tablespoons sugar, depending on how sweet
you like it
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Sam’s Sweet Treats
This recipe makes only two servings so feel free to double(or
triple) the recipe so you can share this sweet drink with more
people. Also a quick note about the ingredients: I am lactose
intolerant so I do substitute the milk for almond milk and I can
confidently say that the almond milk does not affect the flavor of
the latte too much so if you’re like me or if you are on a vegan
diet you can enjoy this drink too! I also know that not everyone
has all of these ingredients just laying around so I would like to
offer up some substitutes of you don’t want to run to the store: If
you do not have almond extract you can use maple syrup as a
substitute or if you’re feeling fancy you can use half as much
almond extract as well. As for the pumpkin pie spice, if you do not
have a pre-made spice just mix four teaspoons cinnamon, 2
teaspoons ground ginger, and a half teaspoon nutmeg together. So
now that you have all your ingredients out you can get started. To
start off add your milk, pumpkin puree, and sugar into a saucepan
and then put it over medium heat. Make sure the mixture is hot
but do not bring it to a boil. Once heated remove the pan from the
heat and stir in the vanilla, pumpkin pie spice, and the coffee.
Once this step is completed you can pour your drink and top it off
with some whipped cream. I also like to sprinkle a bit of pumpkin
pie spice on top as well, for presentation. Now you can enjoy your
fall drink with your friends and family!

In the spirit of fall, I thought it would be fun to make a short fall
survey on who likes pumpkin spice lattes and who doesn’t. Here are
the results from that survey:

30

22.5

15

7.5

0
Likes PSLs Doesn’t Like Likes PSLs but Has Never
Doesn’t Want Had a PSL
PSLs
to Admit It
I thought this was a fun survey because liking
pumpkin spice lattes seems like a “basic” thing and many people
don’t want to be labeled as “basic”. However, in my opinion, I really
like pumpkin spice lattes and I really do not care if that makes me
“basic”(I mean they’re really good). I suggest that if you haven’t tried
a pumpkin spice latte for fear of being “basic” then you should go to
Starbucks and treat yourself(without shame). Or have some fun and
make it yourself.
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The Exploration of Filmmaking
Telling a Story Through Film
Nolan Hyman
Filmmaking can be used as a great tool to share a story the way you want it to be
told, and producing a film can help you express your ideas in a creative way. It doesn’t
matter if nobody else can make sense of the film you create; what matters is that you
created it through your own vision.
Through a camera lens your ideas can possibly unfold into a wonderful mess of
your own creation, and it doesn’t require the use of fancy equipment or spending mass
amounts of money to let that happen. This statement holds true enough that if you really wanted to, you could pick up any device that
records video and/or audio and make a movie by the end of the week.
One of the beautiful parts about it would be that it could be made however you want and it could say whatever you want it to say; the
film would be yours. When I was at Syracuse University’s filmmaking program the instructor would ask us, “What’s your problem?”. We
were always encouraged to make films that spoke to us, and to make films that offered a small glimpse into our perspective of the world
around us.
Of course, a film doesn’t have to deliver a message or be meaningful at all, but it can just be made because someone felt happy making
it. Sometimes the best part about making or helping out with a film isn’t what you created, but the feeling of creating something just
because you can.
Most people might not feel like they have a creative vision or a story to tell, and that might be because they haven’t thought about it
that much or the simple fact that the term “creative vision” seems designated to those who are creative. However, films don’t always need to
be the product of imagination; such as documentaries. Documentaries can still tell a story and use facts at the same time, and this is what
typically makes them compelling.
It sounds contradictory, but filmmaking isn’t wholly about having a story to tell or a creative vision to fulfill. Filmmaking can sometimes
just be about expressing your thoughts and ideas, no matter how messy or unorganized they may be, and expressing them however you see
fit. Expression and filmmaking parallel with the idea that it doesn’t matter who can make sense of it, but that it matters that you create
what you want.

Me and my group filming our project A film
for the filmmaking program at Syracuse
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MUSIC
Vinyl Arrival
Post Malone’s, “Hollywood’s
Bleeding”, possibly his best
album!
Connell Williams
“Hollywood’s Bleeding” was one of the most anticipated of 2019,
for good reason. The 17 songs on the tracklist might be long, but is
worth it. Post Malone’s junior effort, following the success of his
previous albums in 2016 and 2018, really pulled off the fact that Posty is
here to stay.
The title track of the same name brings the audience into the dark,
with messages of lost and ominous sounds that really pulls those
listening into the mix.
The features on this album are out of this world! DaBaby, Future,
SZA, and many more are great additions to the album. The only feature
that feels off is Lil Baby, but it can be overlooked.
However, the main track that is possibly the best of the album has
to be “Take What You Want” featuring Travis Scott and the prince of
darkness; OZZY OSBOURNE. The killer verses from both Post and
Travis would have been a great song, but Ozzy’s leading vocals into the
song and the 3rd verse really gets me going crazy. The guitar solo was
the cherry on top making the entire song the best; it felt like the song
could have been on Ozzy’s “No More Tears” from 1991.
All and all, “Hollywood’s Bleeding” is possibly Posty’s best album of

Picture of “Hollywood’s Bleeding” album cover from
instagram.com/postmalone

today. I give “Hollywood’s Bleeding” a solid 9.5/10 due to the great
writing and performance. Check out the album on any platform of
music. Listen to “Circles”, “Allergic”, “Staring at the Sun”, and “Take
What You Want” if the album is too long. Enjoy.

9.5/10

Continued on next page
Picture from hypebeast.com

Picture from instagram.com/postmalone
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MUSIC
Vinyl Arrival, continued from previous page

Pop

Lizzo - Truth Hurts
Country

Blake Shelton - God’s Country

Rock

Greta Van Fleet - Alway’s There

Lizzo’s “Truth Hurts” really does hurt my ear
drums. The song was released in 2017, but has
recently found popularity. However, Lizzo’s “deep”
writing is predictable and very shallow. Her singing is
not really good and whenever she goes to the high
notes, she ends up sounding like Mason “The Yodel
Kid” Ramsey. The only good this about the track is
that the backing beat is somewhat decent, but it
sounds very familiar to Rae Sremmurd’s “Black
Beatles.” Sometimes, the truth hurts, but in Lizzo’s
case, her song hurts. I’m giving Lizzo’s “Truth Hurts”
a 1.5/10. If you want a good pop song, listen to
“Time” by NF; you are welcome.

1.5/10

Blake Shelton’s “God’s Country” is a pleasant
surprise due to me not personally enjoying
country music usually. The chorus is very catchy
and I could not get it out of my head. Shelton’s
vocals are very different from other country
singers. The guitar and drums in the tune are very
refreshing. The violin solo for the bridge was
magnificent. “The devil went down to Georgia,
but didn’t stick around..” and it truly shows. This
track is 100% going onto my playlist and it should
go on yours as well. Blake Shelton’s “God’s
Country” gets a solid 8.5/10 due to the fact it
might be over played on country radio stations; it
is an incredible song though.

8.5/10

Greta Van Fleet have been criticized for
“copying Led Zeppelin”, but they have shown
that they have a different sound. “Always There”
was originally going to be on their 2018 album
“Anthem of the Peaceful Army”, but was not
included. This track really should have been
included because it is such a refreshing, headbanging song. This is somewhat different from
their other stuff and it shows with more
definition on the bass and screaming vocals from
Josh Kiszka. Rock and roll is not dead folks and
this track proves it. “Always There” by Greta
Van Fleet gets a 8/10. I guess the tune will
always be on my playlist!

8/10
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VIDEO GAMES
Touhou Fan Games
How good are the Touhou fans’ games?
James Barclay
Touhou is a game series created by ZUN, the person who
independently, yes independently, makes the games’ graphics,
music, and programming. His games involve shooting at objects in
a vertical style with the player dodging hundreds to --overwhelming
ly--thousands of enemy projectiles. Some are in a completely
different style than the canon games and spinoffs, as there has
never been a canon platformer to exist as of 2019. Touhou has 17
canon games, from the very first Touhou game, Highly Responsive
to Prayers (1996) to Wily Beast and Weakest Creature (2019). The
Touhou Project series also has 11 spinoffs, from the very first
fighter, Immaterial and Missing Power (2004), to the most recent
shooter spinoff, Violet Detector (2018), that weren’t made by only
ZUN himself. The fighting games are usually made by Twilight
Frontier, and the shooters, like Shoot the Bullet and Double
Spoiler, are made by ZUN.
One particular game that follows a different style would be the
game Touhou Genso Wanderer, a fan made game series by NIS
America that follows a rougelike, a subgenre of role-playing video
games characterized by dungeons with randomly generated floors
and turn-based gameplay, formula instead of shooter formula.
Those who have played Pokemon Mystery Dungeon might
recognize a similarity to Genso Wanderer, and -Reloaded-, which is
the same as Genso Wanderer, but with more stories, playable
characters and several extras to enjoy. Touhou Genso Wanderer
has been put on several different gaming platforms too, such as
PS4, Nintendo Switch, and even PC. NIS America is the team that
put together Touhou Genso Wanderer, and many more fangames,
like Genso Rondo: Bullet Ballet, Touhou Double Focus, and
Kobuto V: Burst Battle. The team has also made way more nonTouhou games over the years, like Persona 4 Golden and
Danganronpa.
“Please, support ZUN to make new games like this, the

Luna Nights still keeps the feel of Touhou with its projectile-heavy
attacks and the ability to movethe player character close to a bullet
without actually hitting it. Grazing is more important in Luna
Nights since it’s how you restore your health points (HP), magic
points (MP), and your time meter. If one has played the
Castlevania or Metroid game series, they might just recognize the
similar playstyle of Luna Nights.
“Great game on a great universe, a wonderful soundtrack
(albeit a remix of the original Zun games), great gameplay, lots of
easter eggs and content,” says Mercylaugh, who gave the game a

Nintendo Switch cover art for NIS America’s Touhou
Genso Wanderer -Reloaded-. Image from amazon.com.

happiest thing in my life is playing to this in my computer, this is so
oldschool,” says Innarik, on metacritic.com.
One of the more popular, yet more recently made games is
Touhou Luna Nights, which was made by Team Ladybug and
follows a “metroidvania” type of game style, which is a type of 2D
platformer that involves a lot of exploration where the game takes
place in one giant map instead of several stages or world maps.

review score of 10 on metacritic.com.
There’s one particular game that a lot of Touhou fans love
that follows the traditional Touhou formula, called Fantastic
Danmaku Festival. The game currently has 2 parts, both following
a similarity to the first two
Touhou games on Windows, part
<Continued on Next Page>
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VIDEO GAMES

Suika Ibuki using a Spell Card in Fantastic Danmaku Festival Part 2’s recently added Phantasm Stage. Image from youtube.com.
1 being similar to Touhou 6: Embodiment of Scarlet Devil, and
part 2 being similar to Touhou 7: Perfect Cherry Blossom. Both
parts come with English translations, since most Touhou games and
fangames are usually in Japanese instead of English. The characters
in Touhou Fantastic Danmaku Festival Part 1 are all the
same EoSD (Embodiment of Scarlet Devil) cast that
Touhou fans know and love, but there also tends to be a new,
original character added into the games. Part 2 follows a
similar plot to PCB (Perfect Cherry Blossom), but all the
appearing characters have drastic looks that most Touhou
fans won’t recognize, along with their changed abilities and
danmaku. Most of the game’s themes may sound original,
but several of the songs are remixes, like how “Chen”, which
oddly enough is the name of the character who has this
theme, is a remix of Chen’s Perfect Cherry Blossom theme,
“Diao ye zong (Withered leaf)”, and how “The Iron Curtain
Between Human and Youkais” is a remix of Yukari
Yakumo’s story mode theme, “Yorimashi Between Dreams
Sakuya Izayoi fighting Reimu Hakurei in Touhou Luna Nights’ Extra Stage.
and Reality ~ Necro-Fantasia” from Antinomy of Common
Image from rockpapershotgun.com.
Flowers.
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VIDEO GAMES
Platformer Games
Beginners’ Game and Experts’ Game
James Barclay
Games that people tend to play that fit their preference of difficulty usually depend on their performance level. The Super Mario series,
for example, is one of those games that is always meant for beginners, but sometimes will have difficult parts to them. This doesn’t mean
that there’s games meant for the best of the best, however. Celeste is a particular platformer that could fit that category for some, as it is a lot
harder than it feels like it would’ve been. The game keeps track of how many times you die, as you have an infinite amount of lives and no
possibility of getting Game Over, which is good since most players that play for the first time tend to have over 1,000 deaths total when
completing the game. Some say that Celeste can help some people get over anxiety and depression, since that’s what the players’ character,
Madeline, is struggling with, too. Celeste comes with an “Assist Mode” to help new players get used to the controls, which by themselves are
very smooth. Most websites and companies that review and rate games have given Celeste a lot of 9/10 and some 10/10 reviews. When
searching for Celeste on a search program like Google, it will note that whopping 92% of players liked the game. It just goes to show how
fun and enjoyable Celeste can be, and just how well worthy it is of being played.

“It can be frustrating to fall short of success because you didn’t dash at exactly the right time, but after repeated
failures it becomes easier to accept that not everything will go as planned.”

-Heather Alexandra

Madeline in one of the later levels of Celeste. Picture from GameSpot. (gamespot.com)
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WORDS TO LIVE BY
A RTIS TS : V IN C EN T V A N G O G H
1853-1890
Van Gogh was s dutch post-impressionist painter.
Throughout most of his life he went unknown, even
ridiculed within the art community. He struggled
with mental illness and found solace in his work. At
37 he died tragically, having completed more than
2,100 paintings including “Starry Night” and
“Sunflowers”.
www.biography.com/artist/vincent-van-gogh

Leonardo Da Vinci

Salvador Dali

1452-1519

1904-1989

Italian artist, scientist,
mathematician,
cartographer amongst
other things in the
Renaissance.

Spanish artist known
for his surrealist
paintings of melting
clocks.

www.leonardodavinci.net/

www.biography.com/artist/salvador-dali

Claude Monet

Jackson Pollock

1840-1926

1912-1956

French impressionist

American abstract
artist known for

painter who based his
art in landscapes and
nature.

pouring and splashing
household paint on
canvas.

www.claudemonetgallery.org/

www.jackson-pollock.org/
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WORDS TO LIVE BY
ADVICE ON ART

CONNECTION TO NATURE

Vincent Van Gogh
“A good picture is equivalent to a
good deed.”
“In spite of everything I shall rise
again: I will take up my pencil,
which I have forsaken in my great
discouragement, and I will go on
with my drawing”
“If you hear a voice within you
say ‘you cannot paint’ then by all
means paint, and that voice will
be silenced”

Claude Monet

Jackson Pollock
“The painting has a life of its
own. I try to let it come through.”
“Every good painter paints what
he is.”
“Abstract painting is abstract. It
confronts you.there was a
reviewer a while back who wrote
that my pictures didn't have any
beginning or end. He didn’t mean
it as a compliment, but it was.”
Leonardo Da Vinci
“The mind of the painter must
resemble a mirror, which always
takes the color of the object it
reflects and is completely
occupied by the images of as
many objects as are in front of it”

https://www.vangoghgallery.com/painting/

VAN GOGH’S
WO RD S TO
LIV E BY
“What would life be if we had no
courage to attempt anything?”
“Great things are done by a series of
small things brought together”
“One must work and dare if one
really wants to live”
“As we advance in life it becomes
more and more difficult, but in fighting
the difficulties the inmost strength of the
heart is developed.”
“Do not quench your inspiration and
your imagination; do not become the slave
of your model.”
“Love always brings difficulties, that is
true, but the good side of it is that it gives
energy.”

Claude Monet
“People discuss my art and
pretend to understand as if it
were necessary to understand,
when it’s simply necessary to
love”

“Eventually , my eyes were
opened, and I really understood
nature. I learned to love at the
same time.”
“I am following Nature without
being able to grasp her, I perhaps
owe having become a painter to
flowers.”
Leonardo Da Vinci
“Nature is the source of all true
knowledge. She has her own
logic, her own laws, she has no
effect without cause nor invention
without necessity”
“Nature never breaks her own
laws”
THE WEIRD AND WILD
WORDS OF SALVADOR
DALI
“Painting is an infinitely minute
part of my personality”
“There is only one difference
between a madman and me. the
madman thinks he is sane. I know
I am mad.”
“I don’t do drugs. I am drugs.”
“Each morning when I awake, I
experience again a supreme
pleasure - that of being Salvador
Dali.”

www.dailyartmagazine.com/vincent-van-goghs-last-painting/
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Creative Writing
When Morning Guilds The Sky
A Short Story
Langston Lamitie

Light. A crisp breeze lifts the grass from its nightly repose. The
dew glistens on the blades as they stand at attention. The world
stands still. The breeze stops and the silence begins. At first, it's a
trickle, but it soon becomes a roar. Then, it’s broken by the
flapping of wings. A brilliant red pierces the blue sky behind it.
Its feathers whip to one side and then another as the wind blows
fiercely against the creature. The sun glints oﬀ of its eye as its
focus passes over the expansive field.
Suddenly, a shadow darkens the birds view and a tree looms in
front. Quickly the bird swerves left, beating its wings as hard as it
can to prevent it from hitting the mammoth lurking in front of it.
Panic flashes across the birds gleaming eyes. Seconds later the
panic is replaced by calm as the tree falls behind. As the bird
scours the ground for its first meal, a small succulent morsel is
spotted. A common field mouse crawls across the ground as its
fur becomes wet with morning dew. A single ray of the sun
glances from the head to the tail of the mouse. This is what alerts
the bird. With a shrill shriek, the bird dives. The mouse picks its
head up and sees the shadow gaining speed towards itself. Fear.
As its muscles seize and its instincts kick in it takes oﬀ, running as
with shadow gained both speed and clarity. The mouse’s lungs
scream for oxygen as the bird locks its gaze upon the mouse with
deadly accuracy.
The mouse suddenly dives left and causes the bird to lose sight of
it. It swoops back up to observe once more. A twinge of
disappointment crosses the birds mind, but it continues on. The
mouse, finally safe, continues on with its routine.
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Creative Writing
Void of Joy
Short Story
Kassia Thayer
The Void walked with long legs,
longer arms swaying by its side. It was
utterly and completely alone, save for the
grass beneath its feet, the forest to it’s
right and the sky above it’s head. Its
name was tried and true for the feeling
clinging to its gooey skin, for it felt
empty. Much like a void, taking any hint
of emotion and erasing it fully.
It searched for purpose as it walked,
perhaps an end to its decades of
walking. It had walked for hundreds of
years on end, doing the same thing with
the dawn and dusk of every new day.
With heaving breaths, it tilted its head to
the side, hoping for something new.
All it saw were flowers, the same old
ones that grow nearly everywhere. They
were a dull, mustard yellow. Ugly, hardly
eye catching. It turned its head away and
continued to walk. Everything was
around it muted, everything was watered
down so much, it held no more meaning
to the Void.
Sound was the same as it always
had been. Birds sang off key in the
distance, a distorted melody that the
Void wished to cease. If anything, that
thought made the birds chirp louder. It's
only savior was the whistling of the wind
as it pushed against the Void’s body of
dark, thick wires and blocks. It’s head
bobbed, floating on air without the need
of a neck, to the tune of the rustling
grass and wind combined. That was the

only sound it needed. Anything else was
too much. Too harmful.
Soon, it came to a thin creek. It was
wide enough that the Void would have
to wade through a good portion, but that
was fine. Water was simple, water did
not threaten to tear at its body.
Sometimes, it longed to just lay in the
water and allow itself to sink beneath
the surface. It never gave in. The want
for freedom was slightly more than its
want for an end.
As it dipped in a foot, it recalled
that the water should have been cold.
The Void hadn’t truly felt temperature
in a long time. Instead of cold, the water
was simply present. It lapped against the
Void’s legs as it began to wade through,
careful of slippery rocks and the weak
current. At one point, it did slip, so it
waved its long limbs in the air to regain
its balance. It worked well enough, so
while the Void was soaked up to the
knees and elbows, at least its upper body
hadn’t been submerged.
Once it fully emerged from the
water, it continued to walk. Its limbs felt
heavy, like there was something in its
veins that held it down.
Maybe it was the water, clinging to
its body without it knowing.
Either way, the Void did not care.

black acting as its eyes, it searched for
something. What was it looking for?
Why did it stop? What was- The Void
blinked, long and hard for just a
moment, trying to understand what the
new feeling in its body was.
It felt lighter, somehow. Warm? Yes,
warm was the word. It felt warm and
light, almost content for some reason or
another. This wasn’t a common feeling
for the Void, nothing really was a
common feeling for it didn’t really feel, so
it quickly twisted about to perhaps see
what was producing it. The Void
should’ve felt silly; it was sure it at least
looked the part as its head spun around. It
was a beat later that the Void realized
that it should move, straying from its
straight path to creep around a tree.
It’s search came up fruitless. The
feeling might have been a fleeting wish,
a foolish dream of what the Void had
always longed to really feel. It’s best not
to give its hopes up. The Void turned to
continue its walk. It had places to
possibly be, if it could find the place
where it could belong.
Just as the Void turned to leave, it
felt a gentle hum in the back of its mind.
The hum was like a lullaby, so much
better than the bird’s off key chirping
and the wind and grass’ combined
melody. The Void felt a renewed need to
find the source, so it veered from its path
towards the comforting noise.

It kept walking, and walking, and
walking.
At least it did, until it found its steps
stilling and head turning. With pools of

continued on next page
image from bearvalley.com
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Creative Writing
short story continued from previous page
Eventually, its search brought the Void
to a bright, pastel colored thing. The thing
had wings of flower petals, vibrant and
attractive. They shouldn’t allow for the thing
to hide at all, so the Void was surprised to
not have seen the thing before. The thing
was rabbit shaped, plump and round with
big, beady eyes, and along with it’s rabbit
ears come antennae.
The thing was a Joy, another creature
like the Void. Unlike the Void, Joys were
born of the story books and of mother’s lips.
Joys went around to little children in the
dead of the night, to cure them of their
nightmares and other scares. They were
pure, compared to the Void. They were full
of love and light. The Void should’ve known
that this creature was the one letting off the
filling feeling that they do.
This Joy looked spooked, big eyes wider
than wide. They were on alert, from
something. Someone. The Void tried to
think of what they could be scared of. Other
than meeting with children, sometimes older
humans like teenagers and adults, Joys didn’t
have much contact with humans. (The Void
understood that they are well-known, nearly
everywhere. Glees, some people called them.
There were other names, light-hearted ones
that the Void could not think of at the
moment, that they went by.)
The only other contact with humans
that the Joys held were hunters. Hunters
hunted the Joys to the ends of the earth for
their pelts, their wings, evidence that they
even existed. The Void didn’t deal with that,
as no one really knew of the Voids.

It’s when the leaves behind the Void
rustled, that the Void understood just what
the problem was. It was right, it was hunters.

sorts, because when his gaze flickered back
to the Joy, his face was filled with a renewed
determination.

The Void turned at the same moment
that a man poked his head out from the
brush, a mean snarl on his face and a gun in
his hand. Voids didn’t normally have contact
with humans at all, but they did understand
man’s weapons, if only to keep them safe.

He raised the gun and let off a shot, but
the Void was faster and easily side stepped
it. The bullet sunk itself into the tree behind
the Void, and in turn, the Void sunk its
razor sharp teeth into the metal of the gun.

Behind the Void, the Joy squeaked in a
high pitched cry. Maybe it was that, that
spurred the Void into action against the
hunter. Perhaps it was self defense, or even
something more. An act of selfish desire to
keep that warm feeling in its chest, a feeling
that the Void had not felt in years. Decades,
perhaps. Centuries? The feeling was
welcome, to the Void. It didn’t want to lose
the feeling.
The Void felt its lips curl up into
something sadistic and beast like. Too many
teeth flashed, all knife-sharp. It watched as
the human’s eyes found the Joy first, eyes
lighting up with a horrible glee. “Finally,”
the man muttered, raising the gun just an
inch. That was the moment that the man
turned his head, just enough to see the Void
standing in the corner of his eye.
A flash of fear, possibly something else,
crossed the man’s face. The Void’s grin
widened a fraction.

It really wasn’t as simple as that, after
the Void bit the gun. After that, the man just
let off shot after shot in hopes that it would
shake the Void off. The trigger only clicked,
over and over and over. No bullets came out,
nothing rained upon the forest, the Void, or
the Joy. That was when the hunter simply let
go of his gun, and moved his hand down to
his leg.
The Void allowed the gun to drop to
the ground, the grass muffling the thud and
clatter of it, and wondered just what the man
was planning. The thing that the hunter
pulled out was long, yet small. From what
the Void knew, the thing was a blade of
sorts, with a fine and sharp edge and a deep
brown handle. The man must’ve been an
experienced hunter, at any rate, to be
carrying around something like that.
Once the man settled into some sort of
stance, he mumbled out a curse, holding the
knife so the blade pointed behind him. As
the Void finally allowed itself to step
forward, the man lunged with a booming
war cry.

“What the hell are you?” the man
gasped, not so much as a question as a wideFrom there, the Void put its meager
eyed, panicked statement. He took a single
energy
into the defensive, side stepping and
step back, perhaps to run, perhaps to hide.
The Void didn’t step forth. It didn’t move an dodging. The man had himself on the
inch. It only stood, as if it were a tree and
nothing else. The man must’ve taken the
continued on next page
Void’s lack of response as a challenge of
image from bearvalley.com
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Creative Writing
short story continued from previous page
offensive, jabbing and swiping and
screeching. Rather than a fight of power, it
turned to a fight of endurance. How long.
How long?
It lasted for only a handful of minutes,
just a couple of slow heartbeats. The man
grew slower and slower, the Void grew more
and more uninterested. The real end came
when the hunter threw a sloppy jab. The
Void forced the man’s arm up to redirect the
blade, and he fell down to the ground, blade
landing harmlessly on the floor.
“Leave,” the Void said, voice distorted
like the birds and off like static. This was not
the same tongue that it was used to speaking
in, for the Void had its own language. The
language of its people, perhaps, although it
didn’t remember any other Void’s that would
have taught it to this Void. It leaned right
over the man, it’s shadow cloaking the way
his face scrunched up in horror. “Do not
come back to these woods.”
The hunter found the Void’s eyes and
stared. The Void wondered what the man
was looking for, but at the same time, the
Void did not care. All it saw in the man’s eyes
was a storm of negativity, disappointment,
anger, fear. Terror.
“Leave,” it said again.
The man did not. “What the hell are
you?” he repeated instead, sounding on the
verge of hysteria. “Some kind of demon-?”
The Void straightened itself out to its
full height, grin feeling faker by the second.
It felt as empty as it had before it found the

Joy. The Joy must’ve left already, free from
their attacker’s wrath. That would make
sense. “Do not come back to these
woods,” the Void said again.
Humans have always been stubborn
things, but when the man reached out for his
blade again in a rush, the Void didn’t see it
coming. It didn’t have any time to react
when the man went in for another slash,
right for the cord holding its chest to it’s
lower half. Time slowed, creeping by in
seconds that lasted a dash too long.

up onto the Void’s vacant shoulder, trilling
happily. The feeling immediately doubled,
flooding through the Void’s veins and
through its blood. It made no move to shoo
the Joy off, and it continued to walk with
strides full of purpose.
(And if the Joy’s antenna began to
flicker with light, and if the Void’s ears were
filled not with garbled songs and off sounds,
but with nice words of gratitude and praise,
that was something that the Void and the Joy
were privy to, just on their own. No one else
had to know.)

The Void didn’t move.
The blade sliced right through the Void,
like its body was made of honey, and the
look on the hunter’s face was more than
enough to spur a real smile onto its face.

The Void could not deny, having the Joy
on its shoulders? It felt just like home. Perhaps
it had found a purpose after all.

“Why didn’t that- What the hell-”
There was no need for the Void to say
anything more. The man finally realized that
it was a losing fight, if he stayed any longer
he’d be killed off without a hint of guilt, and
so he turned on his heel to dash away.
All the Void did was watch, up until the
moment that it couldn’t see or hear the man
and his muted browns.
The blade dropped away from its body,
and it turned around to continue its journey
north. The best path of action would be to
suppress this memory, forget about the man
and the Joy. With a final heave, the Void
resolved to do just that. With a step, however,
the plan faded into nothing with the return
of that light, floating feeling.
From the bushes emerged the Joy, nose
twitching and wings fluttering. They hopped
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ART
spartan artists
By Sarah Sanchez

Send in your art for a chance for it to be featured
on the New Hartford Spartan Paper!

About
the Art

We’re starting the first issue of Spartan Artists by
using my own art of V from the Korean group BTS.
The group is famous for their music and
choreography that is different from the more
mainstream artists now-a-days. Kim Taehyung, also
known by his stage name V, is one of the seven
members who is known for his vocals. If you want to
expand your collection of music, I highly recommend
BTS.
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